
BACKGROUND

Artif icial Intelligence can be dangerous.  Science Fiction movies tell this ever  

since and there are several opinions about the future of AI. CloudFest yearly  

pushes the safe and effective ways to interact with that technology. Even when  

CloudFest 2020 had to be cancelled due to the impact of the Covid-19  

pandemic, CloudFest 2021 goes straight forward and builds up a digital  

marketplace for the Cloud & Hosting industry.  

 

For the digital festival I created a Main Title Sequence and digital Add-ons to  

Enhance the users experience with the real future of AI.  

NOTHING  
CAN STOP  
THE CLOUD
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MAIN TITLE SEQUENCE CLOUDFEST 2021 
+ DIGITAL ADDONS

PROJECT BREAKDOWN

Main Task

ENTER THE CLOUD

Stage 2

NO DATA

Stage 1

CLUSTERING

ADRESSING AMBITIOUS CF ATTENDEES

SHOWING SUCCESSFUL USE CASE OF AI 

PLAY WITH DYSTOPIAN SETTING

GIVING AN ENTRANCE TO CF 2021

EXCITE TO BUILD THE FUTURE TOGETHER 

VISUALIZING A MACHINE LEARNING 
PROCESS IN RELATION  

TO HUMAN INTELLIGENCE 

CONCEPT

MACHINE LEARNING PROCESS

PROBLEM 

BUILDING THE DIGITAL CLOUDFEST 

BY SOLVING HARD ML PROBLEMS 

DETECTING ANOMALIES

Stage 3 

CHARACTER 

BUILDING CLOUDFEST TOGETHER 

HUMAN INTELLIGENCE ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE DIGITAL MACHINE
Defines Task and controls Output Analyzes Data and calculates solutions Collects Data and executes tasks

VERIFY ACCESS 

SUPERVISED REINFORCEMENT LEARNING 

20A ROBOTs captcha so we  
a real person.

Just when the AI is close to complete the task, there is one more step. It can’t solve it on its own, because it 
needs the permission of every single CloudFest Attendee to f inally reach the goal.  

So Human Intelligence still controls the powerful AI. 

The ML Process is based on the problem of the cancelled CloudFest 2020. 
The Goal is to enter the Cloud to build up a digital Festival in 2021. The AI needs to reach that Goal by 

solving three stages, with one task each. The additional tasks visualize real problems an AI is most likely to 
fail in execution. Beyond that, the tasks have to be done in a particular order to be solved correctly. 

NOTHING CAN STOP CLOUD  
THE POWER OF AI + 
THE POWER OF THE CLOUD

WATCH MAIN TITLE SEQUENCEDIGITAL ADD-ONS BEHIND THE SCENES

WATCH MAIN TITLE SEQUENCE

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/gru5dok8z9n5d34/AAA0KdRzgtwDvTJ6ubQvJWyfa?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/gru5dok8z9n5d34/AAA0KdRzgtwDvTJ6ubQvJWyfa?dl=0


“This project is really special to me personally. Like AI is 
testing its limits to f ind the best way to solve a problem, I 
brought my abilities down to the wire. I’m not a big 
animation studio, but I wanted to create something that 
can compete with the work of the professionals. That meant 
I had to learn and master several new programs and 
workflows to achieve what I had in mind. I’m quite happy 
with how everything came out and u will probably see a 
slightly edited version opening CloudFest 2021.”

DIGITAL ADD-ONS

“Come face to face with the real future of #AI in the Cloud.”  

 

Frames f rom the Main Title Sequence can be used to tease the brave 

approach to AI and set the mood to be enhanced by the CloudFest 

Experience. The Attendees get in touch with the suspicious digital 

machine and can make f irst thoughts about their own vision of the 

future with Artif icial Intelligence. 

// DIGITAL ADDS

On the festival itself people have the ability to have their own experience with 

AI in a specif ic time slot. The “AI Playground” integrates in the festival platform 

and shows different AI models that can be trained alone or in groups to share 

successful outputs, creative inputs or brand-new use cases. 

 

With these Add-ons CloudFest spreads the possibilities of the controlled 

combination of AI and human intelligence. 

// AI PLAYGROUND

The speakers are some of the most important ways to communicate with the audience. The animation adds 
right onto the Main Title Sequence and empowers the Speaker to also be unstoppable. 

The concept is intuitive and exiting to start in successful talks.

Another way to express the power of the Cloud, communicates with this animation concept. 
Every viewer is responsible for the success of the AI process by giving access through the Captcha.  

So every light in the Cloud stands for one specif ic member of the Cloud Community. 

CONCEPT #1  

NOTHING CAN STOP ..  

CONCEPT #2 

WE ARE THE CLOUD 

// SPEAKER OPENER CONCEPT
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LUKAS BÜRGELT WATCH MAIN TITLE SEQUENCEPROJECT BREAKDOWN DIGITAL ADD-ONS BEHIND THE SCENES

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/gru5dok8z9n5d34/AAA0KdRzgtwDvTJ6ubQvJWyfa?dl=0


PRODUCED AND DIRECTED 

LUKAS BÜRGELT
SOUNDTRACK 

SAM NATHAN JONES
CLIENT 

CLOUDFEST 2021
SPECIAL THANKS 

UWE STOKLOSSA, THOMAS ARNTZ

BEHIND THE SCENES

INSPIRATION ENVIROMENT 

LOOK & FEEL 

For the environment I got highly inspired by this dystopian future worlds. The poor lighting sets the focus 
on metaphoric gateways and sets a mood to make the protagonists looking small & alone in this big scenes.   

In the Main Title Sequence I used the light composition to def ine the overall goal of the ML Process.

CHARACTER DESIGN 

DIGITAL MACHINE 

As the main character it needed a special concept to visualize the executing part of an AI. 
The digital machine expresses intelligence and futuristic design. By being replaceable, the 

viewer doesn’t get emotionally attached to the machine and can focus more on the 
storytelling instead.  

PROCESS 

STORY - STORYBOARD 

SCENE DESIGN 

CLOUDFEST FORUM

SOFTWARE USED BACK TO TOP
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WATCH BEHIND THE SCENES

The story concept is complex and needed a few adjustments till I found the balance between successful 
tries and fails of the ML. Then I had to f ind a way to visualize each task to have an individual look to be 

distinguishable. I had to rethink the scene compositions, when CloudFest announced to be Online only.  
This took some ideas I had in mind for the big stage, but also gave me other opportunities.

WATCH MAIN TITLE SEQUENCEPROJECT BREAKDOWN DIGITAL ADD-ONS BEHIND THE SCENES

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/gru5dok8z9n5d34/AAA0KdRzgtwDvTJ6ubQvJWyfa?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/gru5dok8z9n5d34/AAA0KdRzgtwDvTJ6ubQvJWyfa?dl=0
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